
PTC MOVE

EXTENDED PROFILE



OVERVIEW

PTC MOVE is an on-premise WMS designed for use by medium to large-sized enterprises. In use across
a range of industries, including high-tech electronics, retail, and consumer products, oil and gas, and 3PL,
it offers fulfillment professionals control over operations strategy in traditional bricks and mortar settings.

PTC MOVE WMS acts as a fulfillment engine for e-commerce enterprises and manages the sale from
order to final delivery – with real-time inventory information to ensure the order can be fulfilled. There are
source-level controls within the continuous cycle counting, distribution center optimization, and real-time
inventory management; this improves the use of space in the warehouse and allows for batching and the
elimination of idle picking time.

Whilst the platform manages the order from beginning to end, PTC MOVE WMS allows for the
customization of shipments for individual customers. The client can demand unique delivery requirements
and distinctive packaging. The platform also provides real-time shipment tracking, accurate order picking,
and accurate shipping information.

PTC MOVE features include inbound and outbound logistics – such as cross-decking, re-packaging,
replenishment, and shipping. It also allows for inventory control and automation; an ERP interface and the
option for multi-language displays, configurable at the user level. Implementation takes around six to eight
months, and users can choose from a range of training options to suit them.



SOFTWARE SPECIFICATION

OVERVIEW

PRODUCT NAME PTC MOVE

PLATFORM

CLOUD

INSTALLED

BUSINESS SECTOR

3PL

MANUFACTURING

RETAIL

WHOLESALE

PRODUCT TYPE

PERISHABLE

NONPERISHABLE

SOFTWARE FEATURES

BARCODING/SERIAL TRACKING



BILLING

CROSS DOCKING

FORECASTING

INVENTORY MANAGEMENT

KITTING

ORDER MANAGEMENT

PART TRACKING

PICKING & PACKING

PRODUCT ROTATION/SHELF LIFE

PURCHASING

REAL-TIME DATA

RECEIVING & PUTAWAY

REPORTING & ANALYTICS

RETURNS/RECALLS

SHIPPING MANAGEMENT

STAGING

THIRD PARTY PLUGINS

WAREHOUSE MAP

WIRELESS WAREHOUSE

WORKFORCE/LOAD MANAGEMENT



YARD MANAGEMENT

PLUGINS/INTEGRATIONS

AMAZON

EBAY

SALESFORCE

QUICKBOOKS

ERP

OTHER ORDER MANAGEMENT PLATFORMS

MICROSOFT DYNAMICS

SAP

MOBILE

ANDROID APP

IOS APP

OTHER CAPABILITIES

CUSTOMER SIZE

SMALL

MEDIUM

ENTERPRISE

OTHER FEATURES

MULTI WAREHOUSE



MULTI CURRENCY

CUSTOMIZABLE

FURTHER INFORMATION

IMPLEMENTATION TIMEFRAME 6-8 months
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